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Hi All ~  
I am so excited so many of you will be with us on Thursday! and even if you cannot 
physically make that time, I will make sure you get the Post Call Goodies, which 
includes the Audio + Your Personal Activations (birth info required). 
   
First, let me say this is a magical time of year. We are approaching the 3 High Moons 
which initiate the new year and we add Eclipses + Super New Moons to the mix and 
we have some potent new beginning energy, which naturally will require some completion 
first ; ) We’re basically already in this *Lunar Portal* which, in this context, is a 3+ 
month period of time that you’ll look back on later, and it will be easy to see where you 
were being carried by the energies, overwhelmed by the energies and when you were co-
creating with them. The Portal opened with the Virgo Full Moon (2/22) and it closes 
with a Taurus Super New Moon (5/6). In between, we have the Eclipses helping us 
‘break to realign’ on many levels, in several departments of life too! 
    
You should also know that when we come out the other side of the Portal, we will 
experience two back-to-back Sag Full Moons which will totally support the process of 
living our New Truth & Story, personally/individually. Double Full Moons afford us twice 
the release energy, and many things that used to be true, will simply not be true anymore. 
That will also facilitate the Lunar Flip, shifting the order to Full Moon preceding the 
New Moon. This is an indication that we have just initiated a LOT in the last 18-months of 
New Moon preceding Full Moon, meaning we had to learn as we go, walk by faith and 
trust. Now, with the Flip, we will be able to spend more time & energy grounding & 
growing stronger, over the next 18-months. 
    
Finally, I found some extra goodies you can preview (hopefully) before we get together. I 
have put together some Pre-Call Reflections, plus an Eclipse Article and 2-segments 
of a 2012 Eclipse/Node call (Overview [14-min] + Activations [6-min]) that will really 
prime the pump before we talk tomorrow. No pressure though, because even if you 
listen later, it will still be relevant & useful, especially for those of you with Virgo/Pisces 
and Gemini/Sag activated in your charts. Looking forward to connecting with you all 
tomorrow night ; -) 
Infinite Blessings & Deep Gratitude, 
Kelly 

    
*     Kelly M Beard     *     Shamanic Astrologer     *     KarmicTools.wordpress.com      * 

  


